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Introduction
Complex processes are involved in developing a new drug along 

with its time and costs consumption. Prior to launching, it requires 
variety of evidences to show its potential activity.1 Key step in drug 
discovery is considered to be the target discovery which ranges from 
molecular entities to biological phenomenon.2 As there are urges in 
translating scientific discoveries into practical importance, preclinical 
studies using animal models play an important role in evaluating the 
efficacy and safety under clinical scenario.3 After enormous debates, 
it is concluded that the benefits of animal research is worth to manage 
public health and medical research.4 Subsequently, animal studies are 
justifiable if done in a way to minimize pain in animal models and 
wherever applicable alternative methods are explored and avoiding 
unnecessary cruel treatment to animals.5 However, various reports 
have enforced on the failures of trails that has never capitalized after 
thorough observation of safety and efficacy in animal models which 
mainly portraits the requirement of robustness in preclinical studies.6‒10 
For instance, reports say that, almost 95% of drugs that enter clinical 
trials related to stroke or septic shock do not get launched in the 
market though enormous expenditures have been dealt with the basic 
studies and drug discoveries11 and similarly, the average success rate 
in clinical cancer trials is less than 8% after preclinical estimation.10 

Still it is recommended to circumvent preclinical studies because 
of the scientific, practical and ethical reasons, to conduct studies in 
humans,6 and thus prior to this attempt, preclinical drug combination 
studies in vitro and/or in animals has to be carried out to obtain 
the base for studies in human.12 Though the debate over use of the 
animals in medical experiments has a long and unpleasant history, 
eminent researches along with Nobel Prize winners have signed a 
declaration provided by the Research Defense Society has made 
claim that experiments on animals have made important contribution 

to advances in medicine and surgery.13 Research focused on pain 
research has shown enormous rate of failures and increased costs 
of drug development this is because of phenotypic differences and 
complexity in behavioral alterations along with the changes in 
daily activities and psychological disturbances.14,15 Moreover, the 
test and models of nociception has been questioned in the aspect 
of appropriateness between tests, models and procedures.16 Thus in 
order to develop robustness in pain management and to effectively 
gather required evidences, it is better to evaluate pain states in higher 
order preclinical species where we can predict whether biological 
mechanisms and specific compounds have relevance for clinical pain 
better than rodent species. The pain models in non-rodent species 
may enhance the speed, and in addition reduce costs along with the 
increased probable results for a successful analgesic development.17 

Hiccups in selection of animals, dose and formulations

Arguments pertaining to the use of animals are strongly persisting5‒19 
mentioning the harmful and non therapeutic experimentation if wrong 
on humans, applies same to that of animals morally.20,21 This concerns 
to the reduced protection or care that an animal would receive and 
also the lack of certain characteristics that animals lack, appeals to 
their application for human requirements.22 An ideal animal model is 
believed to be the one that matches with the specific study design with 
respect to anatomy and physiology. The disease setting has to closely 
resemble to that in human clinical situation.23 Concerns have been 
raised worldwide for the use of different animals such as Chimpanzee 
citing their lack of predictability and also claims of irrelevance for 
human behaviors are majorly under debate.24 Criticisms have been 
raised in the use of animal models has been summarized with the 
following errors of conception:25

a) Variations in dosing schedules and their schedules with uncertain 
relevance to the human condition
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Abstract

Drug discoveries and drug testing correspond to be the most vital areas of 
Pharmaceutical industries to invariably contribute medicine. Advanced research is 
prolonged right from the Phase I studies to carefully estimate the potential benefits 
of the specific drug. No compromise is attempted in the release of a medicine as 
examinations related to adverse reactions are carefully analyzed. Suitable preclinical 
studies are of major importance in validating the beneficial effects of a drug prior to 
the initializing of clinical trial. Though journals have been mentioning about bypassing 
preclinical trials with lower or mild dose to desirable subjects which directly derives 
conclusive evidences, it is more concerned with the regulatory channels to approve 
such studies. However, some reports have shown absence of probable correlation with 
higher animals and there have also been poor prognostic benefits after it has been 
released as a drug of choice for certain ailments. With strong preclinical background, 
it is worth to analyze wherein the lapse is as there are still unavailable drugs for 
various diseases. Approach towards drug discovery and drug testing thus has been a 
challenging concept in order to launch an efficient drug formulated for the specified 
conditions. How far it is challenging in the case of preclinical research is our ultimate 
concern for the current review. This review also focuses on the lapses that preclinical 
research is facing along with the failed reciprocation in phase III studies generating 
the clear consideration of pathophysiological differences from animals to human. 
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b) Variations in the selection of animals, the methods of randomiza-
tion, comparative therapy and losses in following ups. 

c) Experimental groups with insufficient power, simple statistical 
analysis that has varied accounts of confusions

d) Lengths of follow up before the detection of disease outcome that 
doesn’t correspond to the disease latency in humans. 

Failures in animal models usually are because of disparities in 
disease specificity between the animal models and clinical trials that 
lead to inadequate data and incorrect conclusions on the outcomes. 
Thus there are critical parameters required to be monitored such as 
Sample size calculation, Monitoring of physiological parameters, 
eligibility criteria etc. have extensively shown bias in animal studies 
such as in acute ischemic stroke.26 Animal dosing need to be carefully 
considered in order to optimize the delivered agent to prevent or 
minimize adverse reactions and the vehicle selected to deliver 
substances also has to be on the length of the study and the nature 
of the substance being injected or administered. Along with dose 
optimization, route of administration also plays an important role. It 
requires the members to be aware of reasons for appropriate selection 
of the routes for administration. There are other critical issues also 
associated with the route selection such as volume of administration, 
site of delivery, pH of the substance and certain other factors also 
are majorly to be considered. Improper selection of any of these 
factors may result in bias and unintentional adverse effects on the 
experimental models and unreliable results.27

Preclinical studies overall scenario

Results of animal biomedical experiments have vastly failed 
to translate into human clinical trials which are mostly attributed 
because of differences in the underlying biology between humans 
and animals to shortcomings in the experimental design or to bias 
in the reporting of results from animal studies.28 Animal studies 
have been commented widely to be methodologically weak29 which 
likely continues to provide the biological basis for epidemiological 
investigation but substantial improvement is needed in how it has 
to be conducted and synthesized to improve the predictability of 
animal studies for the human condition. Ideas for implementation of 
consensus practices and outcomes pertaining to clinical translation 
aren’t clearly understood that can provide more comprehensive, 
transparent, evidence based and theoretically informed rationale for 
analysis of preclinical studies.30

With respect to clinical studies, it depends on the study protocols 
that are designed after evidential information generated from 
preclinical studies. The application of this data to the human studies 
is of major concern wherein the paramount importance lies with the 
ability to understand the preclinical study results before arriving 
at any conclusion.31 To comprehend this scenario, there were 300 
negative studies published in selectively identified SCI indexed Indian 
Journals out of which only 19 studies had animal subjects. Majority 
of animal negative studies was found to be calculated without the 
inclusion of power and sample size. There are occurrences wherein 
under-reporting of various parameters was noticeable. Criticism was 
strongly raised on the Ethics Committee which was the reason for the 
reduction in sample size.32 Sample size is a serious consideration for 
animal studies as the less number of the animals would misinterpret 
the significance in the study and it would be wastage of resources 
along with ethical issues to deal with markedly more number of 
animals.33 Regarding the wastage of resources, it was remarked by 

Mandal et al.,34 that animal testing wastes time and resources by 
misleading researchers. Dr. Albert Sabin, who established Oral polio 
vaccine has stated in his testimony that his work had a delay because 
of the “erroneous conception of the nature of the human disease based 
on misleading experimental models of the disease in monkeys”. There 
is one other testimony by Dr. Richard Klausner who has said that “the 
history of cancer research has been a history of curing cancer in the 
mouse. We have cured mice of cancer for decades and it simply didn’t 
work in humans, we need to acknowledge the fact that use of animals 
will not make us better scientists, but bitter scientists”. 

Justification of unwarranted results
NIH has recently proposed to undertake multi-dimensional 

approach to mention the dependency on male cells and animals in 
preclinical research. Policies to improve sex balance in research 
are being vastly discussed.35 Evidences suggest that most of the 
discoveries have not stood the test of time. Reproducibility has been a 
major concern in both basic and preclinical research where it is noted 
that good scientific practice are not considered.36 To criticize animal 
studies, Pound et al has reported that clinical trials of nimodipine 
and low level laser therapy when conducted concurrently with the 
animal studies, clinical studies of fluid resuscitation, thrombolytic 
therapy and endothelin receptor blockade went on though evidence 
was available of harm from the animal studies. It thus suggests that, 
the animal data generated is irrelevant regardless to the requirement 
of animal studies prior to clinical trials.37

Mice have taken the blame as being most uncomfortable truths 
in preclinical research. More than 80% therapeutics has failed after 
animal studies in which it was suggested as safe and effective. Thus 
animal studies are criticized to be poor predictors of experimental 
drugs.38 Even rats of same strain when purchased from different 
suppliers have produced different test results; more specifically, 
when 12 different behavioral measures of pain sensitivity which 
are important markers of spinal cord injury was found to produce 
variable responses in 11 strains of mice. There was no proper patterns 
of predictions how the strains would respond.39 It is widely known 
and accepted that animal toxicology studies needs to contain modern 
concepts of pharmacokinetics and toxicokinetics. The method of 
action studies should also determine whether animal data can be used 
for determining risk in human subjects. The parameters applied for 
environmental toxicants in animal studies such as threshold exposures, 
maximum permissible exposures and toxic effects that were estimated 
has to be interpreted with caution when accounted on human. 
Epidemiology studies that are well-performed are considered to be 
best suitable for determining human risk and effects of environmental 
toxicants.40 Presently, measures are being taken to find effective 
alternatives to animal studies with the use of cell and tissue culture 
and computer simulation.41 

Regulatory perspectives of studies using ani-
mals

With the controversies upon preclinical research still existing, 
guidelines to conduct quality research with respect to animal 
utilization criteria are clearly being demonstrated in the International 
Council on Harmonization of Technical Requirements for Registration 
of Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH),42 Central Drugs standard 
Control Organization (Schedule Y),43 The Organization for Economic 
Co-operation and Development (OECD).44 These guidelines have 
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been promoted to improve the standards of well-being of people 
around the world. The studies conducted are being thoroughly 
monitored and performed as per the guidelines. The guidelines have 
also given reporting formats in a consolidated manner that could 
produce consistency.45 Apart from this, there are articles to support 
the calculation of sample size which is a vital component of design 
of any research using animals.32 Similarly there are published articles 
to provide ideas on the design and statistical analysis of experiments 
using laboratory animals.46 These guidelines not only limit the 
mistreatment of animals but also protect the groups and public for 
proper care of animal research.47
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